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A&D fundamentals
strong in Canada,
says Haugen
“Available investment capital
can selectively acquire great
assets in Canada now,” said Dave
Haugen, manager of Ryder Scott
Canada and senior vice president.
“Early, proactive analysis will pay off.”
He made his remarks at the latest
Ryder Scott reserves conference in
Houston.
Among the factors that are
creating a buyer’s market for U.S.
companies and others are an
attractive currency profile — for
instance, a stronger U.S. dollar vs. the
Canadian dollar — and financial
pressures that are forcing Canadian
companies to move quality assets now.
“Sellers are coming to the table more
often because of pressure on leveraged
balance sheets,” said Haugen. “Sellers are
becoming more realistic. Asking prices
for crown jewels are going to come down
as financial pressure continues and hedges
fall off.”
He also remarked that service, land and
employee costs have fallen significantly.
“High-quality personnel are available to drive
innovation and reduce capital and operating
costs,” said Haugen. “A few years ago in
Canada, it was almost impossible to get the
quality of people that are available now to
support your operations.”
Please see Fundamentals on Page 2
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Supply and service costs are dropping in Canada as they
are across all of North America. “Producers are leading an
industrywide, focused effort to drive costs down further.
When you see cost decreases from focused effort, and the
service industry is working alongside producers, it creates a
more competitive investment jurisdiction,” said Haugen.
He also cited what he called “world-class public information” on oil and gas activities available from provincial oil and
gas regulators. “In Canada, we have some of the best data
access in the world,” said Haugen.
The country boasts what is recognized as one of the most
advanced regulatory systems worldwide for oil and gas
disclosures under National Instrument 51-101. Its companion
reference, the Canadian Oil & Gas Evaluation Handbook,
provides guidance on recommended procedures for
estimating oil and gas resources and reserves.
“If you want to look at a company or an asset, you have
drilling, geological, fracing and completions data, production
histories and much more information to analyze. You can
take something completely apart and rebuild it for your own
purposes,” said Haugen.
Regulators are moving to play-based development
approvals and shortening the cycle time for licensing.
Dozens of licenses for wells, water, etc. can be issued under
one approval, which speeds up cycle time and gives more
confidence to the investor, said Haugen.
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interesting
to me is that
there are some
key available acquisition positions right in
the heart of plays, such as
the Montney,” said Haugen. “The
Montney is not the Permian but you
do have some attractive options.”
He also said that the potential for an
improved gas market is strong and market
demand should increase with the prospect of future
LNG projects planned for the west coast. Haugen’s
presentation is posted at ryderscott.com/presentations.
He can be reached on email at dave_haugen@ryderscott.com
or at his phone number, +1-403-262-2799, ext. 1025.

Critical to enter low-cost and/or liquids-rich plays…

Key Canadian plays are competitive
Brent Breakeven Cost ($US/bbl)

Liquid reserves shown on the
horizontal axis are cumulative
recovery, and on the vertical axis is
the range of costs to develop those
resources to deliver a 10-percent
return. U.S. deepwater is the least
expensive play to develop and the
most expensive is mining the
Canadian oil sands. The wider the
column, the more reserves potential
indicated.

Also, a large portion of the provincial
revenue base for the three western provinces
— Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Columbia
— is resource based, so they are competing with each
other with favorable terms to attract further investment.
Ryder Scott Canada conducted a study of Alberta’s new
Modernized Royalty Framework equations introduced last
April and found that they improve the competitiveness of
investing in the province’s oil and gas. Please see, “Investment
in Alberta O&G more attractive than in competing provinces
thanks to new royalty framework,” in Reservoir Solutions
newsletter, July – Sept. 2016, Page 9.
Some market obstacles remain. Resources require pipeline
access to receive full value, and pipeline regulatory approvals
are moving slowly.
“It is in the national interest of the country to get this done,”
said Haugen. TransCanada Corp. said it hopes to persuade a
new Donald Trump administration in the U.S. to revive the
controversial Keystone XL crude oil pipeline that President
Obama rejected more than a year ago.
Other industry trends to watch are increasing environmental
opposition to energy development projects, and recent
elections of governments that are moving forward with
increased corporate taxes and carbon tax regulations that will
affect all sectors of the industry.
Haugen said that the Montney, Duvernay and Cardium are
good plays to investigate for potential acquisitions. “What is
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